I am the legendary Model 700.™

I am the standard
by which all others are measured
and continually fall short.

When the Model 700™ was introduced more than 45 years ago, it was ahead of its time, and it’s even more
so today. With enhancements such as our X-Mark Pro® Adjustable Trigger, the TriNyte® Corrosion Control
System and the continual addition of hot new calibers, barrel contours and stock designs; the strongest and
most accurate line of factory-built rifles in the world, is now also the most technologically advanced and
versatile. We’re proud of the Model 700’s heritage – the superior out-of-the-box accuracy, the rock-solid
dependability and the generation it’s linked to. But we’re even more excited about where it’s headed.

3 -Rings-of-steel :

1. Recessed bolt face completely encloses cartridge
head for maximum protection against case rupture

X-Mark Pro® Adjustable Trigger
set at 3 1/2 lbs from the factory, it breaks
like glass and has virtually no creep.
(Available on all 2010 Model 700™
and Model Seven™ rifles.)

2. Barrel surrounds bolt

shroud for additional strength

3. Barrel threaded into receiver
machined from hardened steel

Hammer-forged barrels. Of all methods, this produces the strongest
barrels with unmatched consistency. Model 700 barrels have exacting
bore and rifling dimensions and a carefully tuned exterior contour.

ADJUSTABLE

WHAT LEGENDS ARE MADE OF.
A breakthrough design in every sense, the Model 700™ emerged in 1962 as the first major advancement in the bolt-action rifle category
since the 1890s. It was a long-awaited answer to the desires and demands of the hunting and shooting public – a supremely accurate rifle
with sleek lines that was built to handle the higher pressures of the latest cartridge innovations. Since then, it has established itself as the
most accurate and most popular factory-built rifle in American firearms history.
While there are many claims about accuracy in hunting rifles, the Model 700’s heritage speaks louder than any words. Generations of
hunters and shooters agree no other production rifle shoots tighter groups with so many bullets and loadings – right out of the box. Its
inherent ability to place shots in a tiny cluster is what makes it the envy of every other riflemaker. But much more than that, it is the #1
bolt-action platform of choice for military and law-enforcement sniper units, and custom gunmakers worldwide. It has won more NRA
Hunting Rifle Championships than any other firearm, and it’s taken big game on every continent in the world.
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Firing on one stout,
flawless cylinder.
The Model 700™ is engineered with a cylindrical
receiver, instead of the traditional flat-bottom
type. Machined from solid-steel bar stock, this
design provides enhanced rigidity and strength
while forming a more consistent bedding area
for the action in the stock. This regulates harmonics
and also helps bring the barrel to rest in the same
place shot after shot. All of which translates to
bullets hitting the paper with near identical point
of impact, shot after shot.

How milliseconds put
it decades ahead.
With the dramatic increase in precision of our
manufacturing processes and the introduction of
our X-Mark Pro® Trigger system, the exceptionally
crisp Model 700 trigger assembly gets better every
year. And it’s been the best in the industry since
its creation. Our ultra-fast lock time of 2.5-3.0
milliseconds is the best in the industry today,
greatly minimizing the effects of shooter movement
for improved on-game and on-target results. The
X-Mark Pro Adjustable. An externally adjustable
trigger, with 2 lbs. range of adjustment, set at 3
1
/2 lbs. pull.

3-Rings-of-steel.
The strongest action in the world. Without question,
the Remington Model 700 rifle is the strongest
action ever conceived. Close the bolt and your
cartridge is locked in a triple-reinforced vault
of steel. The action’s unique design also fully
supports your cartridge, creating a tighter,
more precise fit in the chamber and more exact
alignment with the bore.

The legend continues.
The Model 700 has been a standout since its
introduction – at the range, in the field and on the
rack – but its guts are what makes it the legendary
fixture it is today. All its superior design elements
come together with unmatched precision in our
nation’s longest-running manufacturing facility.
Each rifle is then sent out into your hands where
the next great chapter is written.
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Leading the way
anywhere, anytime.

When you build the world’s best production hunting rifle, demand
is high and the places it’s called to serve are as diverse as its
owners. For this reason, the Model 700™ family has evolved into the
most complete and highly adapted rifle line available in the world
today. There are stainless, rich blued and matte finishes to choose
from with a variety of stock options, including camo and colored
synthetic. With options from the 17 Remington® Fireball all the way
up to the devastating 458 Win Mag, the range of calibers is
unrivaled in the industry. Our nail-tough TriNyte® Corrosion Control
System is the ultimate weapon against extreme conditions. And the
revolutionary X-Mark Pro® Trigger is now externally adjustable for a
clean break at the preferred weight of all shooters.

model

700™ XCR II

™

BLACK IS THE NEW

VIRTUALLY INDESTRUCTIBLE STAINLESS.

™

™

The most durable hunting rifle ever built. Featuring our TriNyte® Corrosion Control System, the introduction of the Model 700™ XCR in 2005 stretched the
previous durability limits of stainless steel. And for 2010, the Model 700 XCR II is redefining its looks as well. The stainless steel barrel and receiver are
now coated with matte black TriNyte for a more classic look with less glare for superior stealth. It’s every bit as impervious to extreme conditions, with the
same proven track record in accelerated saltwater testing that opened the world’s eyes to the power of our patented technology. Simply put, TriNyte delivers
scratch and corrosion resistance dramatically superior to standard stainless steel as well any protective coating by any other manufacturer.
The Model 700 XCR II is also optimized for sure handling in adverse climates. Its feature-laden olive drab green synthetic stock is a technological marvel
that looks and feels the part with patented Hogue rubber overmolding featured at the grip and fore-end areas. These revolutionary enhancements give you a
positive grip in the slickest environments. And shots are made infinitely more comfortable with our SuperCell™ recoil pad – the most effective on the market
today. Our X-Mark Pro® Trigger System gives you a level of crispness and shot control once only available through high-dollar customization. Choose from a
wide range of hard-hitting big-game cartridges, all delivered with the tack-driving accuracy only a legendary Model 700 barreled action could produce.
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TriNyte ® Corrosion Control
System. (Patent Pending). Consisting of 416 Stainless Steel,
electroless nickel and proprietary PVD, this armor-tough, multi-layer
coating is the world’s most effective barrier against rust
and abrasion for firearms, yet is only a fraction of a
human hair in thickness. The only thing you’ll notice is
the near invincibility.

As proved in a rigorous
saltwater test by an
independent laboratory, our
armor-tough, multi-layer
TriNyte® coating forms a
virtually impenetrable barrier
to corrosion. It’s the most
effective on the planet, in fact.

After 72 hours

Remington® with TriNyte®

Competition (stainless steel)

Trigger is now externally
Adjustable. It breaks like glass, has virtually zero creep
and offers a level of shot control unmatched by any factory trigger today.
The X-Mark Pro® Trigger delivers true custom-grade
performance in a production trigger, and for 2010 is
user-adjustable with readily available tools. Not that
you’ll feel the need. This year’s version will also come
from the factory with a lighter average pull weight –
3 1/2 with 2 lbs. range of adjustment. While others
use gadgets and add-ons to hide inconsistencies,
ADJUSTABLE
Remington eliminates them
with state-of-the-art manufacturing techniques
and the tightest possible production tolerances.
A mirror-like finish on its components enhances
corrosion resistance and adds to its breaks-like-glass
feel. The externally Adjustable X-Mark Pro Trigger
is now standard equipment on all cataloged Model
700™ and Model Seven™ rifles.
For more information, visit www.remington.com

M o d e l 7 0 0 ™ X CR I I

F e a t u r e s

Model 700™ XCR II

• Proprietary TriNyte® Corrosion Control System
provides unprecedented corrosion resistance
model 700™ XCR II
Available in: 25-06 Remington (Order No. 84520), 270 Win (84521), 280 Remington (84522),
7mm Remington Mag (84524), 7mm Remington Ultra Mag (84527), 30-06 Sprg (84523), 300 WSM (84525),
300 Win Mag (84526), 300 Remington Ultra Mag™ (84528), 338 Remington Ultra Mag™ (84530),
338 Win Mag (84529), 375 H&H (84531), 375 Remington Ultra Mag™ (84532)

ADJUSTABLE

• Stock features patented rubber overmolding
technology from Hogue® on grip and
fore-end areas
• Features a 24" standard and magnum,
26" Rem Ultra Mag, and 24" 375 H&H /
375 Rem Ultra Mag with rifle sights
• Hinged floorplate magazine
• Drilled and tapped for scope mounts

For complete model listings and specifications,
see page 102.
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model

700™

Bi g - G a m e Ri f l e s

Model 700™ CDL™ SF (Stainless Fluted)
Available in: 7mm-08 Remington (Order No. 84012),
257 Wby (84019), 270 Win (84014),
270 WSM (84013), 7mm Remington Mag (84016),
30-06 Sprg (84015), 300 WSM (84017)

ADJUSTABLE

2010 Model 700 CDL SF Limited –
chambered in 280 Remington (84021)

Pointing the way to peak accuracy
& performance for

nearly 50 years.
The Remington® Model 700,™ a rifle with no equal, and a superior performer in every way. Its accuracy and dependability have become the standard by
which all other centerfire rifles are measured and continually fall short. Still the most accurate out-of-the-box rifle made, the Model 700 brings its famous
action and renowned consistency to this diverse family of guns. All are now equipped with our externally adjustable X-Mark Pro® trigger system.
Featuring our armor-tough new black matte TriNyte® Corrosion Control System on its stainless steel barreled action, the Model 700 XCR II is still most durable
rifle ever built, and now more stealthy than ever. Our RMEF Model 700 XCR II is our 10th Limited Edition Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation rifle. It has a stock dressed in
Realtree® AP™ HD™ camo and is chambered for the biggest, baddest, hardest-hitting 30 caliber in the woods – the 300 Remington Ultra Magnum. Also new in the
family is the Model 700 XCR II Camo Bone Collector Edition, emblazoned with Michael Waddell’s Bone Collector logo and built to master the most extreme conditions.
The Model 700 CDL™ is available with a distinctive high-polish blued finish and our ever-popular satin finish. Our line of Model 700 CDL SF rifles, offered in
a wide range of chamberings, has become extremely popular. This year’s Model 700 CDL SF Limited Edition comes in the deadly 280 Remington. Preferred for
high-country hunts, the Model 700 Mountain Rifle continues to be a favorite thanks to its sleek lines, classic looks and lightweight carrying ease.
TriNyte® Corrosion Control System (Patent
pending). Consisting of electroless nickel and
proprietary PVD, this armor-tough, multilayer coating is the world’s most effective
barrier against rust and abrasion for firearms,
yet is only a fraction of a human hair in thickness. The only
thing you’ll notice is the near invincibility. Available in a
variety of finish colors.

Model 700™ XCR II Camo
Bone Collector Edition
Available in: 30-06 Springfield
(Order No. 84515)

ADJUSTABLE

Model 700™ XCR II Camo
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation Edition
Available in: 300 Remington Ultra Mag
(Order No. 84540)

ADJUSTABLE
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Model 700™ CDL™ (High Polish Blued)
Available in: 270 Win (Order No. 84080),
7mm Remington Mag (84082), 30-06 Sprg (84081)

Model 700™ BDL™
Available in: 243 Win (Order No. 25787), 270 Win (25791),
7mm Remington Mag (25803), 30-06 Sprg (25793), 300 Rem Ultra Mag™ (26410)

ADJUSTABLE

Model 700™ CDL™
Available in: 243 Win (Order No. 27007), 25-06 Remington (27009), 270 Win (27011),
7mm-08 Remington (27015), 7mm Remington Mag (27047), 7mm Rem Ultra Mag™ (27051),
30-06 Sprg (27017), 300 Win Mag (27049), 300 Rem Ultra Mag™ (27053), 35 Whelen (27019)
(Left-hand models also available, pages 42-43)
ADJUSTABLE

Model 700™ CDL™ SF Limited Edition
Stainless Fluted
Available in: 280 Remington (Order No. 84021)

F e a t u r e s
• Receiver machined from solid-steel bar stock
resulting in uniformity and strength
• Cylindrical receiver design provides a solid
bedding area in the stock for consistent shot
placement
• Recessed bolt face locks up inside the
counter-bored breech of the barrel which is
surrounded by the receiver, forming “threerings-of-steel” enclosing the cartridge case
head for unparalleled strength
• Integral extractor is set in a groove inside the
rim of the bolt face, uniformly supporting the
cartridge head
•X-Mark Pro® Adjustable Trigger – featuring
super-tight tolerances and mirror-like
surface finishes, it breaks like glass and
is adjustable for trigger pull weight

ADJUSTABLE

Model 700™ Mountain LSS
Laminated Stock, Stainless
Available in: 270 Win, 280 Remington, 7mm-08 Remington, 30-06 Sprg

ADJUSTABLE

For complete model listings and specifications, see pages 102-104
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model

700™ SPS ™

ADJUSTABLE

THE SPECIAL PURPOSE BEING,
PINPOINT BULLET PLACEMENT.

™

™

The Model 700™ SPS™ (Special Purpose Synthetic) puts legendary Model 700 accuracy and reliability within reach of most avid enthusiasts. It’s a no-frills,
tack-driving game-dropping machine built with everything you love about the Model 700, including a hammer-forged barrel, externally adjustable X-Mark Pro®
trigger, SuperCell™ recoil pad and, of course, hair-splitting precision, straight out of the box. It features an ultra-rugged, ergonomically designed synthetic stock
for superior weather resistance and handling. Standard finish is a matte blue for toughness and concealment. The Model 700 SPS Stainless has a stainless
steel barrel and receiver for added corrosion resistance. Both are chambered in a wide variety of popular calibers for hunters and shooters of all preferences.
With the Model 700 SPS “Buckmasters” Edition, you’ll find all the standard features of our popular Model 700 SPS with the addition of a specially engraved
floorplate featuring the Buckmasters logo and a Realtree® Hardwoods® HD™ SPS camo stock. Chambered in six popular calibers.
™

Our Model 700 SPS Tactical is a highly maneuverable member of the family, built for tack driving accuracy with a 20" heavy-contour tactical-style barrel and
dual-point pillar bedding in its black synthetic stock. Hogue overmoldings on the stock facilitate sure handling, and it has a semi-beavertail fore-end for added
stability off a rest. Chamberings include 223 Remington and 308 Win.

model

700™ x h R

ADJUSTABLE

™

A BARREL WITH THREE SIDES.
AN ACTION OF SINGULAR DOMINANCE.

™

When our patented triangular barrel contour made its debut in varmint/target weight on the Model 700™ VTR, it was deemed one of the most innovative barrel
designs conceived. Meet its big-game evolution, the Model 700™ XHR (Xtreme Hunting Rifle), firmly seated atop the food chain with the renowned accuracy and
supreme strength of our Model 700 action as its foundation. Pick it up, and the first thing you’ll notice is the impeccable balance. With a magnum contour barrel
crafted in our patent-pending triangular formation, the rifle seems to point itself. This barrel design allows us to shave weight while maintaining the rigidity of a
traditional round barrel. And the weight that remains is in all the right places. Plus, its surface area facilitates rapid cooling for more accurate follow-up shots.
Not that you’ll need them. Like all new Model 700s, the XHR features our new externally adjustable X-Mark Pro® trigger system that comes set from the factory
with 3 1/2 lbs. pull, and can be easily fine-tuned to your preference – by you.
™

Its cutting-edge performance and looks don’t stop at the barrel. The Realtree® AP™ HD™ camo synthetic stock is equipped with patented Hogue overmolding
accents at the grip and fore-end areas for comfort and a firm hold in adverse conditions. Then we added the world’s most effective recoil pad – SuperCell – that
reduces rifle kick to a gentle push. The barrel and action are finished in durable satin black oxide. A hinged floorplate magazine and jeweled bolt round out the
impressive list of features. Gain the ultimate lethal advantage with the Model 700 XHR.
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M o d e l 7 0 0 ™ SPS
Tactical
model 700™ SPS™ Tactical
Available in: 223 Remington (84206), 308 Win (84207)

F e a t u r e s
• 20" heavy barrel
• X-Mark Pro Adjustable Trigger system
• Hogue® overmolded stock

Model 700™ SPS™
Available in: 17 Remington Fireball (Order No. 84200), 223 Remington (27351),
243 Win (27355), 270 Win (27361), 270 WSM (27331), 7mm-08 Remington (27357),
7mm Remington Mag (27385), 7mm Remington Ultra Mag™ (84152), 30-06 Sprg (27363),
300 WSM (27333), 300 Win Mag (27387), 308 Win (27359), 300 Rem Ultra Mag™ (27389)
(Left-hand models also available, pages 42-43)

Available with detachable
magazines, see page 88.

• Pillar bedded stock for accuracy
• Durable satin black oxide metal finish
• Hinged floorplate magazine

Model 700™ SPS™ Stainless
Available in: 204 Ruger (Order No. 27131), 223 Remington (27133), 22-250 Remington (27135),
243 Win (27263), 25-06 Remington (27251), 270 Win (27267), 270 WSM (27253),
7mm-08 Remington (27265), 7mm Remington Mag (27271), 7mm Remington Ultra Mag™ (84300),
30-06 Sprg (27269), 300 WSM (27255), 300 Win Mag (27273), 308 Win (27136), 300 Rem Ultra Mag™ (27140)

Model 700™ SPS™ Buckmasters Edition
Available in: 243 Win Standard (Order No. 84170), 243 Win Youth (84176),
7mm-08 Remington (84171), 270 Win (84172), 7mm Remington Mag (84174),
30-06 Sprg (84173), 300 Win Mag (84175)

For complete model listings and specifications, see page 103.

Model 700™ XhR
Model 700™ XHR

F e a t u r e s
• Patent-pending 24" or 26" triangular
fluted barrel
• New X-Mark Pro® Adjustable
Trigger system

Model 700™ XHR
Available in: 243 Win (Order No. 84400), 25-06 Remington (84401),
270 Win (84402), 7mm-08 Remington (84403),
7mm Remington Mag (84405), 300 Win Mag (84406),
7mm Remington Ultra Mag (84407), 30-06 Sprg (84404),
300 Remington Ultra Mag (84408)

™

ADJUSTABLE

™

For complete model listings and specifications, see page 104.

™

• Rugged synthetic stock in Realtree®
AP™ HD™ camo
• Hogue® overmolded accents on grip
and fore-end
• Extremely durable satin black oxide
metal finish
• Polished blue jeweled bolt
• Hinged floorplate magazine
• Patented SuperCell™ recoil pad

X-Mark Pro® Adjustable Trigger

Triangular Barrel with
/4" counter-bore muzzle

1

Carbon Steel action /
jeweled bolt
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model

700™

Long Range

Your obsession
ADJUSTABLE

requires a different kind of

group therapy.
For all those cursed with perfectionism, we’d like to present a permanent fix. The tack-driving Model 700™ Target Tactical rifle is a confluence of family
traits borrowed from our world-class Model 700 tactical, target and varmint rifles that come together like five shots in one hole. With its triangular VTR barrel
configuration and Bell & Carlson Medalist Varmint/Tactical stock, its looks are nearly as remarkable as its ability to print tiny groups. The 26" barrel has a 1⁄4"
counterbored muzzle to protect the rifling and stabilize bullet flight. It is also 5-R hammer-forged with tactical/target-style rifling like that used in our famous
M-24 military rifles for the utmost in shot-to-shot consistency. Our externally adjustable X-Mark Pro® trigger adds to the impeccable control. And its stock
has a fully adjustable comb and length of pull with a tapered fore-end for minute elevation adjustments on a rest. All of its accuracy-enhancing features are
built on the legendary Model 700 foundation.
Although it has all the renowned design aspects and industry-leading out-of-the-box accuracy of a Remington varmint rifle, the Model 700™ Sendero SF II
is chambered for long-action magnum cartridges for extended-range, big-game performance. It’s equipped with a high performance composite stock reinforced
with aramid fibers, featuring a contoured beavertail fore-end with ambidextrous finger grooves and palm swell. A full-length aluminum bedding block creates
an accuracy-enhancing platform for its barreled action. For rapid cooling and reduced weight, its 26" heavy contour barrel features six longitudinal flutes.
For more tactical solutions, the Model 700 XCR Tactical Long Range Rifle and the Model 700 XCR Compact Tactical Rifle both feature diamond-hard
TriNyte® PVD coating and the externally adjustable 40-X trigger.

mo d e l
Varmint

700™ SPS ™

True to its

reputation,
it’ll earn you one.
“Why yes, that’s really five shots.” Tell your friends it’s genetics. Fact is, when it comes to precision, there’s no finer pedigree in the industry than Remington®
varmint rifles. With our Model 700™ SPS™ Varmint, staking claim to our legendary accuracy is a more attainable feat than ever.
The Model 700 SPS Varmint is capable of punching tiny groups straight out of the box because it’s built on the Model 700 action, the most solid,
dependable and trusted in existence.
Its 26" heavy contour barrel is perfectly matched to its high-velocity caliber offerings, including the hot 17 Remington® Fireball. Plus, the ergonomically
designed black synthetic stock has a vented beavertail fore-end for enhanced grip, reduced weight and better heat dissipation. And, sharp predator eyes won’t
spot the tough, non-reflective matte blued finish on the barrel and receiver. Other standard features include a hinged floorplate magazine, sling swivel studs,
and a drilled and tapped receiver. The Model 700 SPS Varmint is destined to leave a lasting impression on any varmint that crosses its line of sight.
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Model 700™ Target Tactical
(Scope, base and rings not included)

Model 700™ Target Tactical

F e a t u r e s
• 26" VTR triangular barrel profile
with 1/4" counter-bore
• 5-R hammer-forged tactical target rifling
(based on M-24 rifling)

Model 700™ Target Tactical
Available in: 308 Win (Order No. 84456)

• Bell & Carlson Medalist Varmint/Tactical stock
with adjustable comb and length of pull
• Tactical style bolt knob
• All steel hinged floorplate

ADJUSTABLE

• X-Mark Pro® Adjustable trigger
Model 700™ XCR tactical Long Range Rifle
Available in: 223 Remington (Order No. 84460),
300 Win Mag (84462), 308 Win (84461)

Model 700™ XCR compact tactical Rifle
Available in: 223 Remington (Order No. 84466), 308 Win (84467)

Model 700™ Sendero SF II
Available in: 264 Win Mag (Order No. 27307), 7mm Remington Mag (27311),
7mm Rem Ultra Mag (27315), 300 Win Mag (27313), 300 Rem Ultra Mag (27318)

For complete model listings and specifications, see pages 104-105

F e a t u r e s
Model 700™ SPS™ Varmint
Available in: 17 Remington Fireball (Order No. 84213), 204 Ruger (84214),
22-250 Remington (84216), 223 Remington (84215), 243 Win (84217), 308 Win (84218)

• Newly designed SPS Varmint stock with
vented beavertail fore-end
• Dual front sling swivel studs included (one rear)
• 26" heavy-contour barrel (0.820" muzzle O.D.)

Model 700™ SPS™ Varmint (Left-Hand)

• Legendary Model 700™ action

Available in: 17 Remington Fireball (Order No. 84225), 22-250 Remington (84226),
223 Remington (84227), 243 Win (84228), 308 Win (84229)

• Drilled and tapped for scope mounts
ADJUSTABLE

For complete model listings and specifications,
see page 104.
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model

700™

Varmint
Ri f l e s

ADJUSTABLE

Stunning from the bench,
Lethal in the field.
Built on the famous Model 700™ cylindrical action, Remington® Varmint rifles are the most accurate factory-built models we produce. You’ll be stunned by the
degree of precision you get straight out of the box. The varmints won’t be so lucky.
On the new Model 700™ VTR™ A-TACS,® our revolutionary patent-pending triangular barrel design and one of the most advanced camo patterns ever devised
converge to make a massive impact on varmint populations and shatter the previous standards for varmint-rifle performance. The 22" triangular barrel weighs less
than traditional heavy barrels yet delivers the same degree of heat dissipation and rigidity. An integral muzzle brake with top-side venting reduces muzzle rise so
you can keep your eye on the target. And mark our words, this rifle is a ghost in virtually any terrain. A Remington exclusive, the A-TACS camo pattern on its stock is
formulated with a digitized pattern that absorbs surrounding light for chameleon-like versatility. Vents in the fore-end quicken barrel cooling. Like all new Model 700
rifles, it features the externally adjustable X-Mark Pro® Trigger system. Chamberings for this year are 223 Rem and 308 Win. Dual front swivel studs facilitate bipod
and sling together. The original Model 700 VTR has identical features with an OD green synthetic stock and six available chamberings from the hot 204 Ruger to 308 Win.
If you value tiny groups and the big-time weather resistance of stainless steel and synthetic, consider our Model 700 Varmint Stainless Fluted (SF) an instant
treasure. Its 26" heavy-contour barrel is fluted for weight reduction while maintaining rigidity and rapid cooling. We also added a concave dish crown that protects
the rifling lands and promotes tack-driving bullet flight. The rugged synthetic stock has overmolded panels for a sure grip and a vented beavertail fore-end that keeps
air flowing around the barrel.
Our Model 700 VL SS is equipped with a laminated thumbhole stock for enhanced stability, comfort and durability. Vents in its semi-beaver tail fore-end facilitate
rapid cooling of the heavy-contour stainless barrel. For those who prefer a more traditional varmint rifle, there’s the time-tested Model 700 VLS with its classic
laminated stock and satin-blued barrel.
There’s also the Model 700 VS SF II, a finely tuned machine with full-length aluminum bedding block that creates an ultra-stable, accuracy-enhancing platform.
Further improving its shot-to-shot consistency is a 26" heavy contour barrel that’s fluted for rapid cooling. Its high performance composite stock is reinforced with
aramid fibers and features a contoured beavertail fore-end, ambidextrous finger grooves and a palm swell.
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Model 700™ Varmint
Model 700™ VTR™ A-tacs®
Available in: 223 Remington (Order No. 84362), 308 Win (84364)
(Scope, base and rings not included)

F e a t u r e s
All features of the legendary Model 700 plus:

• 26" heavy contour barrel (0.820" Muzzle O.D.)
most models, for the ultimate in long-range
accuracy (22" barrel on VTR models)
• Concave target-style barrel crown

Model 700™ Varmint SF
Available in: 17 Remington Fireball (Order No. 84340),
204 Ruger (84341), 22-250 Remington (84342),
223 Remington (84343), 220 Swift (84344), 308 Win (84345)
ADJUSTABLE

• Either composite or laminate stocks
• Stock features full-length aluminum bedding
block for enhanced stability and shot-to-shot
consistency (VS SF™ II only)
• Six longitudinal flutes reduce barrel
weight and increase heat dissipation
(Varmint SF & VS SF II)

Model 700™ VTR™
Available in: 17 Remington Fireball (Order No. 84367),
204 Ruger (84369), 22-250 Remington (84373),
223 Remington (84370), 243 Win (84368), 308 Win (84371)

VTR Integral muzzle brake

overmolded grips on stock

• Tactical style dual front swivel stud system
for convenient mounting of bi-pod and
sling (VTR, Varmint SF & VS SF II)

VTr triangular barrel contour

Model 700™ VL SS™
Thumbhole
Available in: 204 Ruger (Order No. 27443),
223 Remington (27445), 22-250 Remington (27447)

Model 700™ VLS™
Varmint Laminated Stock
Available in: 204 Ruger (Order No. 27467), 223 Remington (27491),
22-250 Remington (27489), 243 Win (27495), 308 Win (27499)

Model 700™ VS SF™ II
Varmint Synthetic, Stainless Fluted
Available in: 17 Remington Fireball (Order No. 84352), 204 Ruger (26333),
220 Swift (26339), 223 Remington (26337), 22-250 Remington (26335)

Bi-Pod and Sling Swivel Studs

For complete model listings and specifications, see pages 104-105.
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model

S even ™

S h o rt- a c t i o n r i f l e s

The short action with a massive

game-dropping reaction.
ADJUSTABLE

The first time you carry it in the field, you’ll understand why it’s considered one of the finest dense-cover rifles in America. Lightning-fast in close quarters and
superbly accurate for the long shot, the compact, short-action Model Seven™ has been a knock-down, drag-out leader in the woods since it was introduced in
1983. Its receiver and action design are based on the Model 700™ and deliver the highest level of out-of-the-box accuracy, strength and reliability in a platform
that’s 2 3/8" shorter overall and weighs just 6 1/2 lbs. (standard calibers). When you match this handy design with some of the hardest-hitting calibers known to big
game – the short action magnum cartridges – you need a longer barrel. Thus, Model Seven rifles in these chamberings have a 22" magnum contour barrel.
The Model Seven™ CDL is the quintessential short-action hunting rifle featuring a classically styled American walnut CDL stock, a clean satin-finished
barrel (except 350 Remington® Mag; 20" magnum contour barrel with sights) and our SuperCell™ recoil pad. It’s chambered in a broad range of calibers
from 17 Remington® Fireball up to 270WSM and 300WSM for everything from varmints to big game.
The Model Seven™ Predator is every predator and varmint’s worst nightmare. It weighs in at 7 lbs. and is dressed butt to bore in Mossy Oak® Brush™
camo for the ultimate in mobility and concealment. The Predator’s fluted, magnum-contour 22" barrel promotes awesome long-shot repeatability and cools
quickly when the action heats up. Speaking of hot – the lineup of calibers, including our
17 Remington Fireball at 4,000 fps,
is sure to light ‘em up.

model

770™

ready to hunt,

right out of the box.
Simply the finest, most complete embodiment of out-of-the-box accuracy and hunting performance in the industry today. Perfect for any hunter looking to
fast-forward through the process of selecting a scope and components, the Model 770™ comes with a pre-mounted and boresighted 3-9x40mm riflescope.
But most importantly, it’s built to our rigorous standards for accuracy and reliability. Just choose your ammo and you’re ready to shoot.
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The rock-solid action is fitted with a precision-crafted button-rifled barrel to produce the tight groups and game-dropping results you expect from every
Remington firearm. Its ergonomically contoured synthetic stock has a raised cheekpiece for rapid scope-to-eye alignment, plus grip texture in all the right
places to maximize handling ease in the field. Offerings include the Model 770™ Stainless Camo with a stainless steel barrel and receiver, and the added
concealment of a Realtree® AP™ HD™ stock; or the standard Model 770 with matte blued metalwork and a black synthetic stock. Chambered in a wide range of
long and short-action calibers, the Model 770 is the quickest way to experience legendary Remington bolt-action performance, and a full freezer.

Model Seven™ CDL

F e a t u r e s
• 2 3/8" shorter overall length than Model 700
counterparts makes the Model Seven perfectly
sized for small-statured shooters and densecover hunting situations
Model Seven™ CDL
Available in: 17 Remington Fireball (Order No. 85900), 243 Win (26417),
260 Remington (26419), 270 WSM (26361), 7mm-08 Remington (26421),
300 WSM (26367), 308 Win (26423), 350 Remington Magnum (26369)
ADJUSTABLE

Model Seven™ Predator
Available in: 17 Remington Fireball (85950), 204 Ruger (85951),
22-250 Remington (85953), 223 Remington (85952), 243 Win (85954)

• Compact design for fast handling in
dense-cover situations
• Features the same legendary strength as the
Model 700 action: “Three-rings-of-steel” with
the bolt face, barrel and receiver encasing
the cartridge head
• Cylindrical receiver design provides a
consistent bedding area in the stock
• Available in Winchester Short Magnum
calibers for the ultimate in compact magnum
performance

For complete model listings and specifications, see page 106.

Model 770™ Stainless Camo
Available in: 270 Win (Order No. 85655),
7mm Remington Mag (85657), 30-06 Sprg (85656),
300 Win Mag (85658)

F e a t u r e s
• Black or Realtree® AP™ HD™ camo synthetic
stock design with molded sling swivel studs
• Blued or stainless barrel with nickel-plated
action & bolt
• Factory mounted and bore-sighted
3-9x40mm scope

Model 770™
Available in: 243 Win (Order No. 85630), 270 Win (85632),
7mm-08 Remington (85631), 7mm Remington Mag (85635),
30-06 Sprg (85633), 300 Win Mag (85636), 308 Win (85634)

• Smooth-camming 60 degree bolt
• Detachable magazine holds four standard
cartridges and three magnum cartridges
• Ultra accurate 6-groove, buttonrifled, ordnance-grade steel barrel
(22" standard calibers and 24"
magnum calibers.

Model 770™ Compact
Available in: 243 Win (Order No. 85637)

For complete model listings and specifications, see pages 106.

Ergonomic Stock Design
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model

7600™

because sometimes

you need a quick one-two
three-four-five …

Maybe you flinched? Or the animal turned at the last split-second? Either way, our Model 7600™ centerfire rifle will get you back on target – instantly.
Because not only are they built to deliver legendary Remington® first-shot accuracy, they’re also designed for ultra-fast follow-up shots – without ever
having to unshoulder your rifle.
Our ever-popular Model 7600™ is one of the most proven deerslayers in the woods. It has a 22" barrel, a four-round magazine and is available
in wood and durable synthetic models. All of our centerfire pumps feature quick-release magazines and Remington’s rotary bolt lock-up design for
exceptional strength, safety and reliability.

model

750™

Autoloading rifles

Put five shots
through deer hunting’s

narrow window.

In the field, patience is a virtue, but when it’s time to take action, sometimes you need the speed of a Model 750.™ Its improved gas system
provides faster, smoother cycling. And its balanced low-profile design handles like lightning. Rapid follow-ups are its specialty, but famed Remington
one-shot accuracy comes standard.
The Model 750™ Woodsmaster™ features a sleek American walnut stock and fore-end with machine-cut checkering. Felt recoil is diminished
by its ultra-efficient gas operated action.
For added durability in all conditions, the Model 750 Synthetic features all the Model 750 improvements only with a synthetic stock and fore-end.
Go ahead, throw that narrow window wide open with the quickest gun in the woods, the Model 750.
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F e a t u r e s
Model 7600™

• Action, slide release and safety based on
the design of the Model 870, America’s most
popular pump shotgun for instantaneous
user familiarity
• Weight distribution and slim-line design result
in shotgun-like balance and pointability

Model 7600™
Available in: 243 Win (Order No. 24653), 270 Win (24655),
270 Win HIgh Gloss (24667), 30-06 Sprg. Carbine (24661), 30-06 Sprg (24657),
30-06 Sprg High Gloss (24671), 308 Win (24659)

Model 7600™ Synthetic
Available in: 243 Win (Order No. 25143), 270 Win (25145),
30-06 Sprg Carbine (25153), 30-06 Sprg (25149), 308 Win (25151)

For complete model listings and specifications, see page 106.

Model 750™
woodsmaster™

F e a t u r e s
• Improved gas-operated action for slick,
super-fast cycling
• Stylish American walnut or black synthetic
stock and fore-end
Model 750™ woodsmaster™
Available in: 243 Win (Order No. 27055), 308 Win (27057), 308 Win Carbine (27075),
270 Win (27059), 30-06 Sprg Carbine (27077), 30-06 Sprg (27061), 35 Whelen (27063), 35 Whelen Carbine (27079)

• Stellar balance and a streamlined
design for fast target acquisition
• 22" barrel with iron sights (18 1/2" on the Carbine)
• Receiver drilled and tapped for Model 7400
scope mounts
• Exceptional action strength – rotary-bolt
lock-up

Model 750™ synthetic
Available in: 243 Win (Order No. 85682), 270 Win (85685), 30-06 Sprg Carbine (85687),
30-06 Sprg (85686), 308 Win (85683), 308 Win Carbine (85684)

Fore-end
Design

• Now with sling swivel studs

For complete model listings and specifications,
see page 107.
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model

r-15

modular
r e p e a t i n g Ri f l e

Add monstrous
big-bore power
to its long list
of available upgrades.

With precision accuracy, blazing-fast follow-ups and hunt-specific features, the
Remington modular rifle revolution is taking North America by storm. And there’s plenty of
thunder in our latest addition to the family, the Model R-15 in 450 Bushmaster. Packing
the big-bore wallop to knock any North American big game animal off its feet, this rifle
also happens to be astonishingly lightweight and quick pointing. It features an 18" barrel
and is fully covered in Mossy Oak® New Break-Up™ camo. Like all in the R-15 family, it’s
equipped with a semi-automatic gas action, free-floated barrel and clean-breaking singlestage trigger. And the receiver-length Picatinny rail makes adding optics a cinch. Uppers
and lowers are machined from aluminum forgings for featherweight durability. Thanks to
our team of industry-leading ballistic engineers, we’re also now harnessing 308 Win.-type
ballistics in our handy Model R-15 chambered for the revolutionary 30 Remington AR
cartridge. This rifle features full Realtree® AP™ HD™ camo and a 22", velocity-enhancing
fluted barrel. Designed in conjunction with a master in the art of predator calling, the
R-15 Byron South Signature Edition will chop links from the food chain as fast as
you can pull the specially implemented two-stage trigger. The most compact rifle in the
family, it points with lightning speed and offers optimum control thanks to an exclusively
contoured ergonomic pistol grip. The 18" fluted barrel is free-floated within a Yankee Hill
Machine fore-end tube that includes two 3" rails mounted at the 2 and 10’oclock positions
for convenient addition of lights and other accessories.
The R-15 VTR™ Stainless utilizes our patent-pending triangular fluted barrel. At a
velocity enhancing 24", this innovative barrel delivers optimum repeat-shot accuracy with
less weight than traditional heavy varmint-style designs. Our R-15 VTR Thumbhole brings
the unmatched maneuverability and rock-solid stability of a Bell & Carlson thumbhole
stock. It has a 24" 0.680" OD barrel that is fluted with a recessed hunting crown.
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Model R-15
Available in: 450 Bushmaster
(Order No. 60102)
(Scope and mount not included)

Aftermarket 4-shot
magazine available
(Page 93)

450 Bushmaster. Loaded with the most accurate .45-caliber bullet ever
devised, this 260-grain AccuTip bonded projectile featuring our PowerPort™
tip delivers exceptional flight characteristics.

F e a t u r e s
• Semi-automatic AR-15-style rifle developed
in conjunction with the industry leader in
AR platforms
• Free-floating button-rifled 0.680" Muzzle OD
ChroMoly barrels with recessed hunting
crown for superior accuracy
• Fluted barrel design reduces weight and
promotes rapid barrel cooling

Model R-15
Available in: 30 Remington AR (Order No. 60100)
(Scope and mount not included)

• Clean-breaking, single-stage hunting trigger
• Receiver-length Picatinny rail for adding optics
• Ergonomic pistol grip

Model R-15 VTR™ Byron South
Signature Edition
Available in: 223 Remington (Order No. 60009)

• Fore-end tube drilled and tapped
for accessory rails
• Full Mossy Oak® New Break-Up Coverage (R-15
450 Bushmaster)
• Full Advantage® MAX-1 HD™ coverage
(all R-15 VTR models)

Model R-15 VTR™ SS Varmint
Available in: 223 Remington (Order No. 60007)

• Includes 5-round magazine (R-15 450
Bushmaster includes 4-round magazine)
• Legal for hunting in most states
• Compatible with aftermarket AR-15 magazines
• Lockable hard case included

Model R-15 VTR™ Thumbhole
Available in: 223 Remington (Order No. 60012)

30 Remington® AR features
308 bolt head in compact
R-15 upper.

Model R-15 VTR™ Predator rifle
Available in: 204 Ruger (Order No. 60000), 223 Remington (60001)

Model R-15 VTR™ Predator carbine
Available in: 204 Ruger (Order No. 60002), 223 Remington (60003)

Barrel from muzzle 0.680"
OD, recessed hunting
crown, fluting.

Model R-15 VTR™ Predator carbine cs*
Available in: 204 Ruger (Order No. 60004), 223 Remington (60005)
*Pre-Ban configurations
not legal in all states.

For complete model listings and specifications, see page 106.
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model

r-25

modular

r e p e a t i n g Ri f l e

The AR comes to

deer, elk and
bear camp.
Remington brought the hunting-rifle prowess, and a leading manufacturer
of modular repeating rifles introduced us to the 308 Win platform. What
emerged is a masterwork of game-dropping performance and hunt-specific
features that will load any camp’s meat pole with unrivaled efficiency – the
new Model R-25. An advanced, highly lethal blend of accuracy, fast followups and light recoil chambered for three of today’s most popular short-action
hunting cartridges – 243 Win, 7mm-08 Remington and 308 Win. This rifle is
everything varmint and predator hunters love about our R-15 in a beefed-up
design that easily handles cartridges suitable for big-game hunting.
For peak accuracy, its precision-crafted 20" ChroMoly barrel is freefloated within the machined aluminum fore-end tube. Six longitudinal
flutes forward of the gas block keep weight to a minimum and facilitate
rapid heat dissipation. The barrel also features a recessed hunting crown
to protect the rifling and aid in more consistent bullet flight. When it’s time
to make the shot, the R-25’s ergonomic pistol-grip gives you unmatched
control and rock-steady aim. As a whole, this rifle has a balanced, stable
design that makes it deadly from the offhand position. True to our hunting
market, the traditional two-stage trigger found on AR-platform rifles has
been exchanged for a crisp, single-stage version that comes from the
factory set at 4 1/2 to 5 lbs.
Its carefully tuned upper and lower are machined from rugged aluminum
forgings. The entire gun is dressed in Mossy Oak® Treestand™ camo that
makes it virtually invisible in the field. We included a 4-round magazine,
and the R-25 is compatible with DPMS 308 Win-type magazines and
accessories. Front and rear sling swivel studs are installed.
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Model R-25 Rifle

Model R-25 Rifle
Available in: 243 Win (Order No. 60030),
7mm-08 Remington (60031), 308 Win (60032)

For complete model listings and specifications, see page 106.

F e a t u r e s
• Semi-automatic AR-10-style rifle
developed in conjunction with an industry
leader in the category
• 20” free-floated ChroMoly barrel with a
recessed hunting crown for superior accuracy
• Fluted barrel design reduces weight and
promotes rapid cooling
• Clean-breaking single-stage hunting trigger
• Receiver-length Picatinny rail for adding optics
• Ergonomic pistol grip
• Full Mossy Oak® Treestand™ coverage
• Includes 4-round magazine
• Legal for hunting in most states
• Lockable hard case included

Picatinny Gas Block

Fluted Barrel 0.680" OD,
with recessed hunting crown

Single Stage hunting trigger

Includes 4-round
magazine (accepts
DPMS 308 Win-type
magazines).
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model

597™ V TR™

If looks could kill

A brick of ammo …
Get your high-volume shooting fix for less.
Built on our famous Model 597™ 22 rimfire action, the new Model 597 VTR™ is
a little gun with big-time centerfire attitude.
It’s fully equipped to accept modular repeating rifle accessories and provides more
semi-auto plinking and hunting fun than you can shake
its 16" barrel at. Reliability and supreme accuracy are hallmarks of the Model 597
action – proudly hailed as the most advanced semi-automatic rimfire available today.
Our Model 597 VTR A-TACS® is covered in revolutionary A-TACS digital camouflage that absorbs surrounding light for concealment in varied environments.
It has a Pardus A2-style pistol-grip stock with a collapsible design that provides rapid length-of-pull adjustment. A receiver-mounted Picatinny-style rail
accepts optics and accessories. Our Model 597 VTR CS has all the same features with a matte blued finish and black synethic stock. This rimfire is also
available with a quad-rail free-floated tube that gives you ample space to trick it out with accessories – the Model 597 VTR CS Quad Rail. The Model 597
VTR A-2 has a traditional, fixed A-2-style pistol-grip stock and a receiver-mounted accessory rail. It’s available with 10- and 30-round magazines. All other
models in this lineup include 10-round magazines, but can easily be fit with high-capacity aftermarket options.

model

597™

Lightning strikes
till you run

out of ammo.
The speed with which they zip out rounds is rivaled only by the striking appearances of our new additions to this venerable, semi-auto rimfire lineup.
Easily the most advanced rimfire rifle ever built, the Model 597™ represents the first technological breakthrough in the category in 35 years.
Our Model 597 action is #1 in autoloading rimfire reliability and out-of-the-box accuracy. The Model 597™ TVP™ (Target-Varmint Plinker) takes
full advantage of the superior design. Truly the ultimate 22 target-rifle platform, this tack-driver features a 20" stainless heavy barrel and a laminated
thumbhole stock that’s contoured to accommodate right- and left-handed shooters with equal comfort. It offers impeccable balance for offhand shooting.
The Model 597 FLX™ leads the way in concealment with a FLX Digital camo stock. To game, the pattern assumes the detail and definition of surrounding
limbs, leaves and shadows for near invisibility. Speaking of turning heads, our Mossy Oak® Blaze Orange Camo and Mossy Oak Pink Camo Model 597
are perhaps the most distinctive rimfires ever built. All have 20", standard-contour
carbon steel barrels and TruGlo® fiber-optic front sights. The
Model 597™
Model 597 Magnum Synthetic features a stagger-stacked
magnum Synthetic
Available in: 22 Win Mag (Order No. 26560)
eight-round capacity magazine.
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Model 597™ VTR™ A-tacs®
(Collapsible Stock)

Model 5 9 7 ™ vtr™ A-Tacs®

F e a t u r e s

Available in: 22 LR (Order No. 80888)

• Equipped to accept modular repeating rifle
accessories
Model 597™ VTR™
Quad Rail Free Float tube
(Collapsible Stock)
Available in: 22 LR (Order No. 80882)

• Built on Model 597™ 22 rimfire action
• 16" barrel
• Pardus Collapsible stock
• Receiver mounted Picatinny-style rail
• Revolutionary A-TACS® digital camouflage

Model 597™ VTR™
(A-2 Fixed Stock)
Available in: 22 LR
(Order No. 80896 - 30 rd., 80900 - 10 rd.)

Model 597™ VTR™
(Collapsible Stock)
Available in: 22 LR (Order No. 80901)

Model 597™ TVP™
Available in: 22 LR (Order No. 80852)

For complete model listings and specifications,
see page 107.

F e a t u r e s
• Bolt-guidance system features twin,
tool-steel guide rails
• Offered in both textured finish synthetic
or laminated wood stocks
• Non-glare matte finish

Model 597™ FLX
Available in: 22 LR (Order No. 80864)

• Patented, 10-shot metal detachable
magazine, 8-shot for magnum
• Last-shot, hold-open bolt for added safety
• TruGlo® fiber-optic sights on camo models

Model 597™
Blaze Camo

• Scope rail included on Model 597™ TVP

Available in: 22 LR (Order No. 80853)

Model 597™
Pink Camo

Model 597™ bolt travels
on twin tool-steel
guide rails for flawless
functioning

Last-shot
hold-open
for positive
identification
of empty
chamber

Available in: 22 LR (Order No. 80854)

Model 597™ synthetic
Scope Combo (3-9x32mm)
Available in: 22 LR (Order No. 26513)

For complete model listings and specifications, see page 107.

Unique attachment system
rigidly joins barrel to receiver
for perfect alignment and
enhanced accuracy

Sear and
hammer are Teflon®/
nickel-plated for crisp,
smooth trigger pull

Patented drop-out style
staggered-stack box magazine
assures reliable feeding and
fast, easy reloading
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model

552™/572™

Looking for a classic rimfire?

Choose your master.
For those who still love the look and feel of a classic rimfire rifle, our Model 572™ BDL™ Fieldmaster® and Model 552™ BDL Speedmaster® may be
the finest available today. They combine richly blued carbon steel barrels with generously checkered high-gloss American walnut woodwork. But their beauty
truly shines through a five-shot cluster – their tack-driving accuracy has made them an enduring customer favorite.
The versatile Model 572™ BDL™ Fieldmaster® is one of the most popular pump-action 22 rimfires made in America today. It handles 22 short, 22 long
and 22 long rifle cartridges interchangeably. Other features include big-game sights, a positive cross-bolt safety and a grooved receiver for scope mounts.
The lightning-quick Model 552™ BDL™ Speedmaster® is the only American-made 22 autoloader that handles 22 short, long and long rifles interchangeably.
It’s also equipped with iron sights, a positive crossbolt safety and a receiver grooved for scope mounts.

L e ft- H a n d ed

rifles

Accuracy and reliability
are more than

just right.
Nowhere will you find as broad a selection of left-handed centerfires. Remington® is proud to offer these specially configured Model 700™ rifles
so everyone can experience the legendary accuracy and dependability of our flagship bolt action. This year, we’ve expanded the lineup with our
Model 700™ SPS™ Left-Hand featuring a black matte finish and rugged synthetic stock. And we still offer the industry’s first and only left-handed rifle
made specifically for youth and small-stature shooters, Model 700™ SPS™ Compact Synthetic. Along with our unrivaled standards for out-of-the-box
accuracy, all include the X-Mark Pro™ Trigger system for the highest degree of crispness and shot control you can get from the factory.
The Model 700™ SPS™ Varmint sports a 26" heavy-contour barrel complemented by a vented beavertail fore-end for rapid cooling and improved
shot-to-shot consistency. It comes in five great short-action calibers including the hot 4,000-fps 17 Remington Fireball. Other standard features
include a non-reflective black matte finish, hinged floorplate magazine, sling swivel studs and a drilled and tapped receiver.
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The Model 700™ CDL™ is the quintessential hunting rifle, embodying the best in traditional good looks, as well as our leading-edge standards for
precision, durability and cartridge chamberings. The Model 700™ SPS™ Compact Left-Hand has a 1" shorter length of pull, swift-handling 20" barrel
and is offered in two venerable big-game calibers: 243 Win and 7mm-08 Remington.

Model 552™ BDL™
speedmaster®

F e a t u r e s
• Handles 22 Short, 22 Long and
22 Long-Rifle cartridges

Model 552™ BDL™
speedmaster®
Shoots: 22 Short, 22 Long , 22 LR (Order No. 25594)

• High-gloss American walnut stock and
fore-end with cut checkering
• Tubular magazine fed
• Richly blued carbon-steel barrel

Model 572™ BDL™
Fieldmaster®
Shoots: 22 Short, 22 Long, 22 LR (Order No. 25624)

• Adjustable iron sights for open
sight plinking
• Receiver grooved for scope mounts for
precision shooting with optics
• Model 572™ Fieldmaster features a
smooth classic slide action
• Model 552™ Speedmaster features an
autoloading action for serious plinking

For complete model listings and specifications,
see page 107.

Model 700™ SPS™ Varmint (Left-Hand)
Available in: 17 Remington Fireball (Order No. 84225), 22-250 Remington (84226),
223 Remington (84227), 243 Win (84228), 308 Win (84229)

Model 700™ SPS™ synthetic (Left-Hand)
Available in: 270 Win (Order No. 84177), 30-06 Sprg (84178),
7mm Remington Mag (84179), 300 Win Mag (84180)
ADJUSTABLE

M o d e l 7 00 ™ s p s ™ V a r m i n t
Left-hand

F e a t u r e s
Model 700™ CDL™ (Left-Hand)
Available in: 223 Remington (Order No. 27101), 243 Win (27103),
270 Win (27105), 30-06 Sprg (27107), 7mm Remington Mag (27109),
300 Remington Ultra Mag (27111)

• SPS Varmint stock with vented
beavertail fore-end
• Dual front sling swivel studs included
(one rear stud)
• 26" heavy-contour barrel (0.820" muzzle O.D.)

Model 700™ SPS™
Compact synthetic (Left-Hand)

• Legendary Model 700™ action
• Drilled and tapped for scope mounts

Available in: 243 Win (Order No. 84150), 7mm-08 Remington (84151)

For complete model listings and specifications, see pages 102-104.
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Compact

Fi r e a r m s

for Every tradition, there is a beginning.
Included with all 2010 synthetic Compact
firearms, our Adjustable Length of Pull
System offers a full 1" of adjustment, so
any compact model can be custom-fit to
shooters of small stature and grow alongside
youngsters – all the way up to standard LOP.

Young shooters are more likely to become stewards of the shooting sports if they start with a
gun that fits properly. Exactly why we crafted our standard, premium-grade stocks with a shorter
length of pull, then fit them to some of our finest firearms. For 2010, all synthetic compact firearms
are equipped with our Adjustable Length of Pull System. So, fit can be customized to youngsters as
they grow, and adults requiring a shorter length of pull can tailor compact firearms to their specific
needs. For the ultimate in shooting comfort, all Compact rifles and shotguns also feature the world’s
most effective recoil pad – SuperCell.™ Rifles feature 20" barrels and youth shotguns have 21"
barrels (20" for deer gun).
The Model 770™ Compact is the ultimate first centerfire rifle. It’s chambered for the mildrecoiling 243 Win and comes out of the box with a pre-mounted, boresighted 3-9x40mm scope.
Other centerfires include our workhorse, short-action Model 700™ SPS™ Compact Synthetic.
Now in a left-handed version chambered for 243 Win and 7mm-08 Remington, it’s the first-ever
southpaw compact rifle offering. Our Managed Recoil 7mm-08 Remington ammunition is the perfect
complement to this addition. Our Model 700 SPS Buckmasters “Young Bucks” Compact comes in
243 Win, and features a specially engraved floorplateand Realtree® Hardwoods® Grey HD™ stock.

Kit Includes

• Two 1/4" LOP spacers
• One 1/2 " LOP spacer
• Corresponding screw lengths to
accommodate 3 different lengths
• Full 1" of adjustment
• SuperCell™ recoil pad
See page 92 for the Adjustable Length of Pull Kit.
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You wanted some “wow” factor for young ladies, and we answered with the 20-gauge Model
870™ Express® Compact in Mossy Oak® Pink Camo. We also offer our 20-gauge Model 870
Express Compact with Realtree® Hardwoods® HD™ stock and fore-end, as well as our 20-gauge
Model 870 Express Compact Jr. in black synthetic. All Jr. offerings have a 1" shorter length of
pull than standard compact models. The gas-operated action of the 20-gauge Model 11-87™
Sportsman® Compact makes it the ultimate light-recoiling compact shotgun.

Model 700™ SPS™
Compact synthetic (Left-Hand)

Available
in Right-Hand

Available in: 243 Win (Order No. 84150),
7mm-08 Remington (84151)

ADJUSTABLE

Model 770™ Compact
Available in: 243 Win (Order No. 85637)

Ri f l e
Features
• Legendary Remington® bolt-action accuracy
• 1-inch shorter stock for smaller-stature shooters

Model 700™ SPS™
Buckmasters Edition
“young bucks” Compact
ADJUSTABLE

Available in: 243 Win
(Order No. 84176)

• Ordinance-grade steel receivers
• Three-rings-of-steel (bolt, barrel and receiver)
surround the cartridge head for strongest lock-up
• Hammer-forged barrel with blued finish
(Model 700™ only)

Model 870™ Express®
Compact Deer
Available in: 20 gauge (2 3/4" and 3")

Model 870™ Compact
Pink Camo
Available in: 20 gauge (2 3/4" and 3")
™

• Button-rifled barrel (Model 770™)
• Hinged floorplate or detachable magazines

Shotgun
Features
M o d e l 8 7 0™ Ex p r e s s ® J r .
Compact

• Shorter 12" length of pull (1" shorter
than compact model)

™

Model 870™ Express®
Compact synthetic

™

Available in: 20 gauge (2 3/4" and 3")

• Adjustable Length of Pull System
• All feature Rem™ Choke barrels
• Perfect length, weight and balance for
smaller-stature shooters

™

™

Model 870™ Express®
Compact Jr.

™

• Model 870 action is the reliability standard
for pump shotguns around the world

Available in: 20 gauge (2 3/4" and 3")

M o d e l 8 7 0™ Ex p r e s s ®
Compact

™

• 13" length of pull

™

• Offered in 20-gauge
Model 870™ Express®
Compact Camo

™

Available in 20 gauge (2 3/4" and 3")

™

• Features Rem™ Choke barrels
• Perfect length, weight and balance for
smaller-stature shooters

Shown installed
™

™

• Adjustable Length of Pull System

Also available in full camo.

Model 11-87™
sportsman®
Compact synthetic

™

Available in: 20 gauge (2 3/4" and 3")

™

For complete model listings and specifications, see pages 99-107.

• Model 870 action is the reliability standard
for pump shotguns around the world
• Realtree® Hardwoods® HD™ camo
• SuperCell™ recoil pad

Shown installed
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1816

When

your zeal for fine equipment is surpassed by only your love

for the shooting sports, you owe it to yourself to visit the Remington Custom Shop.
The 1,000-yard rifle, 40 shots in the bull, an ultra-specialized companion for
your hunt of a lifetime, stunning aesthetics and once-in-a-lifetime exclusivity
– no matter the aspiration, we singularly craft long arms to meet and exceed the
most elevated standards for excellence. With unparalleled eye for detail and an
adherence to old-world-style craftsmanship, our highly select group of gun artisans
hone components, engrave and accurize to a benchmark fittingly described as
perfection. We employ the most advanced gunmaking equipment available today
to fulfill a wide range of critical applications, with the unyielding constants
being supreme accuracy and robust integrity to last a lifetime and more.
For more information, visit www.remingtoncustom.com.

Hunter
Series

Legends

aren’t mass produced,
they’re made one at a time.

Envy no one: Turn your dreams into cold, hard, handcrafted reality with two of the finest big-game rifles in the world today. The Model 700 Custom Sendero,
Model 700 Alaskan/African Wilderness Rifle II (AWR II) and Model 700 North American Custom. Designed and built by hand in the Remington Custom Shop
by the most skilled gunsmiths and firearm engineers in the industry, they take the Model 700’s world-renowned accuracy to a level that can only be achieved
through personal attention. Expect sub-MOA groups and every component and contour optimized to perform flawlessly. For a lifetime and more.
The Model 700 Custom Sendero was born from the original Model 700 Sendero, built for the long-range hunter. The Custom Shop barrel has aluminum
bedding pillars and is mated to “blue printed” actions to achieve our guaranteed accuracy standards. The premium custom design synthetic stocks have a
full-length bedding block. With this rigid, precise support for the action and barrel, positioning and harmonics are highly regulated to achieve impeccable shotto-shot consistency. At the squeeze, you’ll experience the pinnacle of crispness and control with our Model 40-X™ adjustable trigger that’s tuned and set in the
Custom Shop at a breaks-like-glass 3 lbs.
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Performance
Engineered Accurate.
Custom-turned and chambered barrels, blue printed
actions and bolt lugs lapped to ensure full contact
and deliver pinpoint accuracy.
Engineered Reliable.
The extreme precision with which a Custom Shop
rifle is built creates a flawless meshing of
components and a piece of machinery that will
go the distance. Everlasting? You be the judge.
Engineered To Fit.
Your firearm is designed and crafted by serious
shooters. From our hands to yours, a Custom
Shop rifle is a finely tuned instrument.
Engineered Tough.
A Remington Custom rifle is a true shooter’s
tool, designed and built to weather the
harshest conditions.

Model 700™
Custom Sendero

F e a t u r e s
• “Blue printed” Model 700™ stainless or carbon
steel action to ensure receiver face and bolt
face squareness and uniform locking lug contact

Model 700™
AWR II

• Satin blued metal finish and jeweled bolt body
(North American Model)
• Satin stainless barrel assembly and jeweled
bolt body (North American Stainless Model)
• Custom turned and chambered hammer
forged fluted barrels (AWR II and North American
Custom)

Model 700™
North aMERICAN

• Machined steel trigger guard and engraved
floorplate assembly
• Recessed crown
• Model 40-X adjustable trigger tuned
and set by Custom Shop at 3 lbs.

Model 700™
North aMERICAN STAINLESS

• All rifles .30 caliber and smaller must
deliver sub-MOA accuracy or better
prior to shipment

Hunter Series firearms are available in 56 calibers.
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Target/
Tactical
Series

Precision

on demand.

The rifles in this series are far-reaching testimony to our entrenchment in the tactical community, superior R&D and full-time commitment to augmenting
a trained marksman’s skills. The Model XM3 Rifle System, chambered for 308 Win, is fully rigged and ready to launch sub-MOA strikes out to 1,000 yards.
Incorporating today’s most advanced technologies, it is an unparalleled fusion of compact sizing, light weight, accuracy and range designed from the ground up
by Lt. Col. USMC Ret. Norman A Chandler II of IBA under contract with the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). His system starts with the legendary
Model 40-X™ action platform. The receiver is mounted to a compact, 18 1/2" stainless steel (mil-gauged) Hart barrel featuring a 1:10 twist with six grooves. It is match
chambered and threaded to accept SureFire’s muzzle brake/sound suppressor adapter. Titanium is used for the action, recoil lug, Picatinny rail mount and scope rings
to reduce overall weight. A Nightforce NX3 3.5-15x 50mm illuminated mil-dot reticle scope is the ultimate in target detection. The lightweight stock is custom-designed
by IBA and McMillan (A1-3) with removable length-of-pull spacers, plus forward grooves on the fore-end for a sure grip. It facilitates installation of the UNS Mount
designed for night vision mounting. Proven dependable after 500 hours of saltwater testing, the Man-O-War metal finish is available in black and OD green.
Hand-built in the Remington Custom Shop on our venerable 40-X action, the fully equipped Model 40-XS™ Tactical Rifle System comes with a Harris®
bipod, world-class Leupold optics, Turner® AWS tactical sling and swivels in a Pelican® hard case. Its 416 stainless steel, 24" barreled action is coated with
our proprietary non-reflective black polymer for protection, then custom-bedded in a McMillan A5 series stock with adjustable length of pull. This rifle and our
Model 40-XB™ Tactical and Model 40-X™ Tac Mod with folding side stock and detachable magazine system, sit firmly atop the food chain in accuracy and
dependability wherever they are called to serve.
The tack-driving Model 40-XB™ TDR (Target Deployment Rifle) and Model 40-XB™ TIR (Target Interdiction Rifle) have premium, match-grade stainless steel
barrels that are hand-lapped for the utmost in consistency. Both are equipped with custom-tuned match triggers and feature built-in Surefire muzzle brakes.

40 -X

series

Achievement.

Lifetime
As attained in thousandths of an inch.

When you have a lifelong passion for precision, nothing says you’ve arrived like a five-shot group you can cover with a dime, and very few rifles on earth
can elevate you to this stage in life as quickly as our Model 40-X™ series. Built on our world-famous Model 40-X action, the very same action that’s dominated
benchrest competitions since its creation in 1962, these rifles are handcrafted in the Remington Custom Shop to deliver the pinnacle of shot-to-shot consistency.
The blueprinted action is impeccably squared to the barrel, and the barreled action is then hand-fitted and epoxy-bedded into the stock, creating a solid, exacting
piece of machinery best compared to surgical equipment. An external adjustment on the 40-X trigger gives you a 1 1/2- to 3 1/2-lb. range, with a special 2-oz.
trigger available as an option for select models. The stainless steel barrels are button rifled and hand lapped, then finished with a concave crown.
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Our Model 40-XB Rangemaster has a satin-finished American walnut stock with a front swivel block and fore-end guide rail. The Model 40-XB Rangemaster
Thumbhole has a two-tone brown laminated hardwood stock with a satin finish and a rock-steady thumbhole grip stock. Aramid-fiber-reinforced fiberglass forms
the stock of the Model 40-XB™ KS. For both the Model 40-XB Rangemaster and Model 40-XB KS, the metalwork is all stainless steel for right-handed models.
The left-handed model has a blued carbon steel receiver. All Model 40-X series rifles are available in a broad selection of chamberings.

Model XM3
Tactical System

Model xm3 Tactical
Ri f l e s y s t e m

F e a t u r e s
• Guaranteed MOA accuracy out to 1,000 yards
• Model 40-X action blueprinted and trued
• Action custom-bedded in a McMillan stock
with removable length of pull spacers and
fixed cheek height

Model 40-xS™*
Tactical System

• Matched-grade, 18 ½” stainless steel
Hart barrel is hand-lapped with six grooves
and a 1:10 twist
• Barrel is threaded to accept SureFire®
sound suppressor adapter

Model 40-XB™ TIR

• Harris® Bipod Model BRM/S
• Nightforce NXS 3.5-15x 50mm illuminated
mil-dot reticle scope with zero stop
• Machined steel trigger guard

Model 40-XB™ TDR

• Comes in a Hardigg Storm case with all tools
and maintenance equipment included

Model 40-xB™ Tactical

*Model 40-XS available in 338 Lapua® and 300 Win Mag
All Target/Tactical Firearms available in .308 Winchester (Match)/7.62mm Nato

Model 40-x
Tac Mod

Model 40-xb™ KS
M o d e l 4 0 - x C u s t o m Ri f l e

F e a t u r e s
• Custom button-rifled barrels produced
from stainless steel bar stock in the
Remington Custom Shop
Model 40-xb™ BR-KS

• All barrels are air-gauged and hand lapped
• Receivers are trued for precise cartridge
alignment
• Custom-tuned externally adjustable
target triggers (40-X triggers)

Model 40-xb™ Rangemaster Thumbhole

• All actions are glass bedded and
hand fit to the stock
• Each rifle undergoes a rigorous evaluation
and inspection process including targeting

Model 40-xb™ Rangemaster

Visit www.remingtoncustom.com to see all 40-X models.

• All rifles .30 caliber and smaller must
deliver 1/2 -MOA accuracy or better prior
to shipment
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rimfire
series

Handcrafted

to a higher standard … yours.

When you’re holding a Model 547™ Custom, quality of life tends to increase in proportion to the number of rounds you fire. These rifles deliver guaranteed
/2" groups or better at 50 yards, and do it with striking aesthetics and the substantial feel of a centerfire. Available in your choice of 22LR or 17HMR or by
special request 22 magnum and 17 Mach 2. They’re based on our famous Model 504 with many performance-enhancing details that only come with personal
attention from our select group of industry-leading gunsmiths and firearm engineers. At the heart of their astounding accuracy is a button-rifled Shilen® barrel.
These hand-lapped barrels start with a high-precision chamber (match-grade in 22LR offering) and are finished with a concave dish or target crown to protect
the rifling and better stabilize bullets. Barrels are then locked to the solid-steel receiver with an advanced clamp design for the utmost in strength and stability.
Lovers of the Model 700 will appreciate that the bolt has been expertly configured to mirror our legendary centerfire’s. And before the rifles leave the factory,
triggers are hand-tuned to a crisp 3-lb. pull.
1

The Model 547 “C” Grade has a sleek, C Grade contoured barrel with highly refined C-grade woodwork adorned with traditional cut checkering, then finished
and polished by hand. It is complemented by a rich, high-polish-blued receiver and barrel. Our Model 547 Target has an 18 1/4" stainless steel Shilen barrel
with a heavy target contour. It has a target-style walnut stock built with the painstaking attention to detail that makes our Custom Shop craftsmen the best in the
business. The Model 547 Classic has a redesigned fine-quality walnut stock virtually identical to the Model 700 CDL’s, with a straight comb, elegant black grip cap
and fore-end tip, and cut checkering. No matter which you choose, the Model 547 Custom is truly the rifle of a lifetime, and untold thousands of rounds.

High
Grades

If you dream it,
we can build it.

When your vision for a custom firearm extends well beyond the

blueprint, enlist our elite group of highly skilled craftsman to bring the

dream to fruition. A Remington Custom Shop High Grade rifle or shotgun
is anything you want it to be. Our in-house master engraver will work
with you produce all desired patterns and degrees of coverage, from
standard to full customization. Your stock can be crafted to any
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Model 547™
Custom “C” Grade

M o d e l 5 4 7 ™ C u s t o m Ri f l e

F e a t u r e s
• “Buffed” high polish blued action and
button-rifled 22" Shilen barrel
• Match chamber (22LR) with concave “dish” crown
• Stylish bolt handle modeled after the
popular Model 700 bolt handle
• Integrated one piece bolt-handle
and cocking piece
• Redesigned stock with black fore-end tip
and grip cap and “CDL Style” checkering
• Custom Shop tuned trigger set at 3 lbs.

Model 547™
Custom Target

• Guaranteed accuracy: 1/2" 5-shot
group @ 50 yards with gallery
tested target included

Model 547™
Custom Classic

All Rimfire Series Firearms available in 22 LR and 17 HMR.
Special request in 22 magnum and 17 Mach 2.

Model 547 Target
Muzzle Crown

dimension and hand-checkered to your exact specifications.
Choose from the world’s finest selection of wood, all the
way up to the most highly figured. We will finish and polish
it by hand to match your desired sheen and colorization.
How about an intricate design you’d like placed in 24 karat
gold inlay? Nothing is out of reach. At Remington Custom
Shop, precision engineering and artistry perfectly meld to
exhibit guncraft in its highest form.

Don Talbot
Master Engraver

Build your dream gun today at www.remingtoncustom.com

For nearly a century and a
half the Parker Gun has been
a fixture in the landscape of
American firearms. Today, the
legacy continues. The AAHE 28-Guage
is built to your specifications using the original Charles
Parker Co. blueprints and drawings, and priced at $49,000.
We’re proud to say the very few of these shotguns that will
be offered are available exclusively from the Remington
Arms Co. Visit our Web site at www.parkergunmakers.com
or e-mail us at parker@remington.com.
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